26 February 2019

Dear Parents and Carers,

We hope you have had a relaxing and enjoyable half-term and look forward to welcoming the children back to school. Below is a summary of what we will be focusing on this term. Please also refer to our Year 1 Blog for detailed information about what we are covering each week.

**In Maths** we will be learning about:
- Place value - tens and ones (up to 50)
- Multiples of two, five and ten
- Weight and Volume
- Length and Height

**In Literacy**, our writing will be based on the following stories related to internet safety and technology:
- Chicken Clicking by Tony Ross
- Webster's Bedtime by Hannah Whaley
- The Day Charlie McButton Lost Power by Suzanne Collins
- No-Bot by Sue Hendra

We will also be looking at some short film clips:
- The Lonely Robot
- Wall-E

**In Topic** we will be learning:
- E-safety - rules for using the internet and keeping safe
- How to compose a photo using an I-pad
- To write our own simple codes and algorithms
- To use simple word processing programs
- To use programs to produce simple art work

**In R.E.** we will be learning about Judaism:
- What Jewish people believe
- What Passover is and why it is important to Jewish people
- Shabbat Traditions

As well as The Easter Story and why and how Christians celebrate Easter.

We look forward to many new and exciting learning opportunities this term.

Thank you for your continued support.

Kind regards,

Year 1 Team